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Welcome to the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Better Buildings, Better Plants Challenge (Challenge).
The Challenge is the industrial component of the Better Buildings Challenge, a voluntary leadership
initiative with the goal of significantly advancing energy efficiency in commercial and industrial buildings
across the country. Through this program, partners join other industry and community leaders to create and
share real solutions that reduce energy consumption, create jobs, and save money.
This program guide provides details on Challenge partner milestones as well as program tools and support.
The Better Plants Challenge team will work with each partner to achieve program milestones and will
provide ongoing quarterly check-ins.
Thanks again for participating in this important national leadership initiative, for committing to energy
efficiency, and for creating and sharing energy efficiency solutions to persistent energy challenges. We
look forward to working with you.
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Partner Milestones
Better Buildings, Better Plants Challenge partners make significant commitments to energy efficiency,
transparency, and leadership. In order to track and recognize these commitments, DOE asks partners to
reach specific milestones within the first year of joining the Challenge. In the spirit of an ongoing
partnership, DOE will track achievements and progress with regular check-ins.
FIGURE 1: BETTER BUILDINGS, BETTER PLANTS CHALLENGE MILESTONES
WITHIN

MILESTONE

HOW

Start

 Join Better Buildings, Better Plants

 Senior Executive signs and submits Partner

Challenge

1 month

 Assign senior leader and primary point of
contact

 Submit information for program website

Agreement

 Submit contact information to Challenge
team

 Refer to welcome e-mail for the key pieces
of information needed to build your web
profile. Send these in to your DOE lead via
e-mail

3 months

 Announce first showcase project (see page
4 for details and examples)

6 months

 Announce energy efficiency implementation
model (see page 5 for details and
examples)

 Use Showcase Project Template (see
attached file)

 Dialogue with Challenge team
 Use Annual Reporting Form template to
submit your energy data

 Make available facility-level portfolio-wide
energy data1
9 months

 Begin implementation of first showcase
project

Ongoing

 Quarterly: provide updates on showcases,

 Use Showcase Project Template (see
attached file)

 Check-in with Challenge staff

models, and progress

 Annually: update of facility-level portfoliowide energy data
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Partners that were previously reporting energy use data to DOE under another voluntary energy efficiency partnership program
should retrain their existing reporting timelines.

Learn more at http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/challenge
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Website Profile
Each partner will have a profile page on the Better Buildings Solution Center website:
http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov (see Figure 2 for an abbreviated example). Initially, the page
will contain the partner’s logo, a photo, and brief background on the partner and any past energy efficiency
accomplishments. Over time, the page will be built out with links to the partners' showcase project,
implementation model, and energy performance data display page.
Links to partner pages can be found on the Solution Center website at:
http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/partner-list-program.
Please send information to your Technical Account Manager via e-mail to build your web profile.
FIGURE 2: ABBREVIATED EXAMPLE OF A BETTER BUILDINGS,
BETTER PLANTS CHALLENGE PARTNER PROFILE PAGE

Learn more at http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/challenge
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Showcase Projects
Showcase Projects demonstrate that Better Buildings, Better Plants Challenge partners are taking
immediate, concrete actions resulting in significant and real energy savings. They are an opportunity to
highlight specific projects that are innovative, aggressive, and notable and share strategies, solutions, and
results.
These are not intended to be exhaustive case studies or overly focused on the technical details of energy
efficiency. Rather, showcase projects are high-level stories of the development, implementation, and
results of real projects that create significant reduction in energy intensity. Partners are encouraged
to have multiple showcase project descriptions but are asked to identify at least one within three months of
joining the Challenge and begin implementation within nine months.

Recommendations
To create a compelling showcase project, select a discrete project or set of projects within a single facility
that:

 Is replicable and can demonstrate to others how to take similar action
 Exemplifies forward-thinking towards energy efficiency
 Results in either $1 million investment in energy efficiency, or a 10% improvement in the facility’s
energy intensity over a two-year period
Effective showcase projects tend to not only show significant improvements in energy performance, but
also utilize innovative ideas and technologies.
Generally, DOE prefers that Challenge partners conduct their showcase projects at industrial facilities, but
they may implement whole building retrofits at one or more of their commercial buildings (corporate
headquarters, for example) as their showcase, if they choose.

Reporting and Recognition
DOE will create a Web page for each Challenge partner where the showcase project will be posted when it
is identified and will update it as the project is implemented and the results are measured. The following
information, as well as any additional details that are unique to the specific project, will be collected about
each project, as reflected in the attached Showcase Project Template.

Learn more at http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/challenge
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Initial information on showcase project:

 Location, NAICS code, description of goods produced at plant, ownership type, size of plant, energy
use, photo(s)

 A paragraph describing the project, including the process for identifying the opportunity, defining the
project, and deciding to proceed

 Expected energy savings, cost savings, and other results
 Investment details
 Expected duration of implementation
Quarterly updates on project implementation:

 An updated description of progress, including any changes to expected results or implementation
schedule

 Information at project completion
 A brief description of any barriers addressed, innovations used, or lessons learned over the course of
the project

 The types of energy efficiency measures implemented and the percentage of savings produced
Ongoing information after project completion:

 Actual energy savings compared with estimates
 Updates to actual cost savings compared with estimates
Example Showcase Project
Cummins' showcase project – on the partner’s energy retrofitting project at its Jamestown Engine Plant in
New York – is a good model. (See Figure 3, next page for an abbreviated screenshot). It describes the
project clearly and concisely and highlights significant energy and cost savings. It also provides very
specific energy intensity data.
View the full showcase project at: http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/showcaseprojects/jamestown-engine-plant.

Learn more at http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/challenge
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FIGURE 3: ABBREVIATED EXAMPLE OF A SHOWCASE PROJECT –
CUMMINS' JAMESTOWN ENGINE PLANT

Learn more at http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/challenge
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Implementation Models
Through the Better Buildings, Better Plants Challenge, DOE highlights the development and use of
innovative strategies to overcome persistent challenges to energy efficiency improvements. As a
cornerstone of participation, partners identify at least one implementation model that they have or will use
to address widespread barriers in the market; share the process they followed; and share the specific tools,
documents and steps they used to achieve success.
In contrast to showcase projects, implementation models document energy efficiency initiatives that
Challenge Partners have implemented at the corporate level that overcame some barrier to energy
efficiency, rather than profiles of projects at individual facilities. However, as with showcase projects,
partners are encouraged to select more than one implementation model to show how they achieved
significant savings.

Recommendations
To identify an implementation model that can be used by other organizations, select one that:

 Is innovative but replicable
 Addresses an acknowledged barrier to achieving energy efficiency
 Has led to demonstrated, measurable results
 Includes specific strategies and tools that were developed and used to achieve success
 Is related to organizational processes, high-level corporate decision making and policies, business
decisions, or financial and budget structures

 Addresses a relatively discrete issue rather than a broad narrative, such as describing the development
of the partner’s overall energy strategy
Effective implementation models tend to include links to related documents and tools to provide a
deeper understanding and enable others to emulate the results. It is also important for implementation
models to clearly map out the partner’s process and “tell the story”, since they typically profile ideas
that developed over the course of several years.

Reporting and Recognition
Implementation models will be highlighted on partner Web pages and in other areas of the Better Buildings
Challenge program. DOE expects implementation models to be diverse and unique. The implementation
model template provides flexibility in terms of the type of information provided. DOE is also happy to
conduct a phone interview with the partner to collect information for the implementation model.
The following is an example of what kind of information DOE will highlight in the implementation models,
but please refer to the implementation model template for more details.

Learn more at http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/challenge
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Within six months of joining:

 A short description of the model, the barrier(s) it is designed to overcome, and how it was created and
used

 A short description of the success achieved or expected by using the model and how the Partner has or
will measure success

 Documents (such as policies, procedures, implementation summaries, presentations, contracts,
models, or other tools and resources) that are developed to support the model that others might use to
replicate success
Ongoing at quarterly check-ins:

 Any update on the use and impact of the model and related energy savings, cost savings, or other
benefits

 Any updated or additional materials that support the model
Example Implementation Model
Johnson Controls’ implementation model – on the partner’s Supplier Efficiency Program – is a good
implementation model-example. (See Figure 4, next page for an abbreviated screenshot). The program
provides the partners' small- and medium-sized suppliers with energy management tools, training, and onsite technical assistance.
The implementation model describes all aspects of the program, including the thinking behind it, the
implementation process, and the tangible results to date. Johnson Controls also provided several programrelated documents, which are accessible via links in the implementation model.
View the full implementation model at: http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/implementationmodels/supplier-efficiency-program.

Learn more at http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/challenge
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FIGURE 4: ABBREVIATED EXAMPLE OF AN IMPLEMENTATION MODEL –
JOHNSON CONTROLS' SUPPLIER EFFICIENCY PROGRAM

Learn more at http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/challenge
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Corporate-Wide Energy Performance Data
To document the significant and sustained energy savings achieved by Better Buildings, Better Plants
Challenge Partners, DOE regularly collects corporate-wide energy performance data and facility-level data,
masked and aggregated to protect proprietary information. The data will be used to document partners’
progress toward achieving the energy reduction goal of the Better Buildings, Better Plants Challenge and to
recognize partners’ achievements. To chart progress toward the energy savings goal, DOE will use
standard energy performance data collected once a year.
Energy intensity data should be adjusted or normalized to account for economic and other factors that
affect energy consumption. DOE has developed data normalization tools and resources, and will provide
assistance to Partners to help with this process (see for example DOE’s Energy Performance Indicator tool
and Energy Intensity Baselining and Tracking Guidance Document). The following are examples of data
that will be collected and used to measure overall reduction in energy consumption throughout the portfolio:

Corporation-Wide Energy Savings
 Corporate wide energy use (in TBtu)
 Annual and cumulative percent improvement
 Annual and cumulative Btu savings
Corporation-Wide Cost Savings
 Annual and cumulative energy efficiency investment
 Annual and cumulative energy cost savings
Facility-Level Energy Performance
 Improvements at the facility level, represented as a distribution of energy performance levels at
participating plants (i.e., 2 plants achieved less than zero percent improvement, 4 plants achieved
between zero and 2 percent improvement, 8 plants achieved between 2 and 4 percent improvement,
etc.)

Learn more at http://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/challenge

